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Abstract Many rebel organizations receive significant assistance from external
governments, yet the reasons why some rebels attract foreign support while others
do not is poorly understood+ We analyze factors determining external support for
insurgent groups from a principal-agent perspective+ We focus on both the supply
side, that is, when states are willing to support insurgent groups in other states, and
the demand side, that is, when groups are willing to accept such support, with the
conditions that this may entail+ We test our hypotheses using new disaggregated data
on insurgent groups and foreign support+ Our results indicate that external rebel sup-
port is influenced by characteristics of the rebel group as well as linkages between
rebel groups and actors in other countries+ More specifically, we find that external
support is more likely for moderately strong groups where support is more likely to
be offered and accepted, in the presence of transnational constituencies, international
rivalries, and when the government receives foreign support+
Although the term “civil war” would seem to imply some sort of domestic pro-
cess, internal conflicts often have a significant external dimension to them+ Cur-
rent conflicts in Darfur, Colombia, Kurdistan, and Afghanistan, among others,
exhibit significant cross-border dynamics as well as outside interference+ A large
and growing body of research has been dedicated to understanding both the causes
and the effects of external involvement in civil war+1 Scholars have shown that
foreign support for rebel groups changes the dynamics of the civil war itself+ Civil
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wars with outside involvement typically last longer,2 cause more fatalities,3 and
are more difficult to resolve through negotiations+4 They introduce new actors into
the conflict with agendas of their own, changing the bargaining dynamic to include
both state and nonstate actors+ Understanding why some groups receive foreign
support is therefore critical for understanding how such conflicts unfold, and ulti-
mately, how they are resolved+
Existing research has made significant progress in understanding external involve-
ment in civil conflict+ However, it has in our view been hindered by an overly
narrow focus on features of the civil war as a whole that make intervention more
likely, rather than attributes of the actors involved+ External states deciding whether
to intervene in a civil war or empower opposition groups do not only gauge their
motivation for intervening, but also evaluate their potential options for doing so+
States decide whether or not to support particular rebel groups or governments,
and the characteristics of those actors should matter in their decision to do so and
the specific forms of support that are chosen+ The literature has generally ignored
this decision process by focusing on the type of conflicts, not the type of actors,
which attract external support+5
Understanding external support for rebel organizations is important for the study
of international relations since it constitutes a form of interstate conflict, albeit
indirect+6 A focus on foreign support for insurgent groups, then, helps to bridge a
long-standing divide between scholars of civil and interstate war+7 Rather than treat-
ing them as separate areas of inquiry, these forms of conflict are often complemen-
tary and interrelated+8 One cannot fully understand civil conflicts without noting
the pervasiveness of external support for rebels, and one cannot fully understand
international conflict without an appreciation of the incentives to undermine rivals
through indirect means+
In this article, we seek to advance our knowledge of the relationship between
civil and international conflict by examining the factors that influence why certain
rebel groups receive external support while others do not+ Empirical analyses of
external intervention in civil war often examine what type of conflicts are likely
to involve external intervention or, at most, which side in the conflict is supported
externally, using a rebel0government dichotomy+9 However, many civil wars con-
tain more than one rebel group, and in many cases external states support some,
2+ Regan 2002+
3+ Heger and Salehyan 2007+
4+ Cunningham 2010+
5+ Findley and Teo 2006 discuss the advantages of using an actor-centric approach to studying con-
flict intervention+ However, they develop a limited rebel0government dichotomy whereas we focus on
the particular rebel organizations that receive support+
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but not all, rebel organizations+ For instance, in Indonesia, insurgents representing
Aceh and East Timor received external support while those fighting for indepen-
dence for West Papua did not+ In the Colombian conflict, while the Fuerzas Armadas
Revolucionarias de Colombia ~FARC! received external support from Cuba and
other regional actors, the Ejército de Liberación Nacional ~ELN! did not receive
significant external assistance+ In Chad, some rebel organizations received sup-
port from Libya, while others fought against Libya after that country annexed the
Aouzou Strip+ Therefore, we seek to understand why specific rebel actors are
assisted by external state patrons+ We use new disaggregated data on external
involvement in civil conflict to examine hypotheses on factors that make some
rebels more likely than others to receive external assistance+
Our theoretical argument looks at both the demand and the supply side of this
phenomenon+ In order for a rebel group—or potentially violent dissidents—to
receive external support at least two things must happen: ~1! an external state must
be willing to support the group ~supply!; and ~2! the group must be willing to
accept that support ~demand!+ We use a principal-agent framework to help shed
light on these decisions+10 States ~principals! will sometimes wish to retain for-
eign policy autonomy and will decide against backing insurgent groups; their will-
ingness to back such groups will depend on the costs of direct military action and
the states’ ability to select and monitor appropriate agents+ Rebel groups ~agents!
face a parallel dilemma+ Although they can significantly augment their resources
by accepting outside help, by doing so they can become subject to the whims of
their external backers and may therefore choose to remain autonomous+11 We focus
on this decision-making process and consider the conditions under which external
states are likely to offer to support specific rebel groups and the conditions under
which these groups are likely to accept that support+
The following section of this article will articulate a theory of rebel support,
focusing on interactions between the state sponsor and the rebel organization+ Then,
we present observable hypotheses derived from our theory+ Next we discuss our data
and methodology+ In particular, we have compiled a new data set on attributes of
individual rebel organizations since 1945; in contrast to previous studies, we use
the rebel organization as our primary unit of analysis+ We then present our empir-
ical analysis that demonstrates that rebels who are moderately strong, have a trans-
national constituency, and who are fighting governments that are engaged in an
international rivalry with other states are most likely to receive external support+
Moreover, we find that countervailing intervention, in which external states sup-
port rebels who are facing governments that receive external support, are com-
mon+ We demonstrate the utility of our approach in predicting actual cases of
support, particularly in the ability to predict which specific rebel groups within
multiparty conflicts will receive support+ The final section offers concluding remarks+
10+ For an application of principal-agent theory to international relations, see Hawkins et al+ 2006+
11+ Byman and Kreps 2010+
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Explaining Rebel Patronage
External support to rebel groups requires the consent of both parties—a state must
offer support to a rebel organization, and that organization must accept it+ Ascer-
taining which rebel groups receive foreign sponsorship, then, requires an exami-
nation of both supply-side and demand-side determinants of rebel support+ Here,
we examine the conditions under which states choose to assist rebels and those
under which rebels will seek or accept such assistance+
The Supply Side
Why do external states offer to provide support to rebels? Sponsoring a rebel orga-
nization is a tactic that states use to destabilize target governments+ External sup-
port, then, will be driven to a large extent by foreign policy decisions and relations
with the regime experiencing rebellion+While states may certainly sympathize with
opposition groups that share similar goals,12 they are unlikely to provide direct
aid unless they have some incompatibility or dispute with the state in question,
since assisting rebels is clearly a hostile act+ During the 1970s and 1980s, for exam-
ple, South Africa pursued a policy of external involvement in many civil wars—
notably,Angola and Mozambique—to destabilize and weaken hostile, anti-apartheid
states+13 In East Africa, Sudan and Uganda—longtime enemies—have a history of
supporting each others’ rebels in an effort to weaken the other government+14 Finally,
Iran and Iraq supported one another’s rebel organizations during the 1980s and
1990s while they had an ongoing territorial dispute surrounding the Shatt Al-Arab
~Khalij-e Fars, in Farsi! waterway+ The specific goals that states hope to achieve
by supporting rebels may vary+ These may include gaining leverage over territo-
rial issues, disputes over policies, and attempts to unseat unfriendly regimes+
Regardless of the nature of the international conflict, empowering rebel organiza-
tions is a tactic that states may employ in weakening their enemies+
Foreign support for an insurgent group is one tactic in the toolkit that states use
to undermine their opponents, but it is certainly not the only one+15 Coercive bar-
gaining entails a spectrum of activities that impose varying costs+16 States may
impose sanctions and embargoes or seek to obtain international resolutions con-
demning specific actions+Additionally, even if states choose to target their enemies
through military action they can do so in at least two ways—by launching an inter-
state war or by delegating conflict to rebel groups+ In some cases, these strategies
may be used as substitutes for one another+ For instance, the United States did not
12+ For example, states may sympathize with ethnic or religious kin in other countries, or with
dissident groups that share a similar ideology+
13+ Minter 1994+
14+ Prunier 2004+
15+ See Most and Starr 1984; and Morgan and Palmer 2000+
16+ George 1991+
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try to invade Nicaragua directly during its dispute with the Sandinista govern-
ment, but rather, funded and supplied the Nicaraguan Contras+ Other times, states
use these strategies as complements rather than substitutes+ The fighting in the Dem-
ocratic Republic of the Congo ~DRC! had elements of both an interstate and a civil
war, as Rwanda and Uganda used their own forces to invade the eastern DRC while
simultaneously supporting insurgent outfits to first overthrow Mobutu Sese Seko
and later attempt to unseat Laurent Kabila+17 In such cases, the state retains agency
over certain tasks while delegating to rebel organizations to fulfill other objectives+
States, then, have a variety of options to weaken their rivals+ Since World War II,
however, interstate war has become relatively rare18 while external support for
rebels has been quite common+19 The choice of sponsoring militants versus direct
interstate conflict entails important trade-offs+ For the state, supporting a rebel
group in one’s enemy country is less costly than going directly to war in terms
of casualties and resource expenditures+ Principal-agent theory tells us that del-
egation is a useful tool that principals use when they wish to avoid the costs—
including time, resources, developing knowledge, etc+—associated with particular
tasks+20 Empowering the domestic adversaries of a rival regime is typically less
costly than international war and can offer certain strategic advantages+
First, international conflict requires a commitment of material resources such
as troops and armaments, and it risks the lives of government soldiers+ These
costs may also produce domestic war weariness and discontent+21 Providing
finances, military equipment, advisors, and so on, to a rebel group requires much
less of a resource commitment than a full-scale invasion+ Second, the inter-
national costs of interstate war can be quite high+ The international community is
likely to condemn—and perhaps impose sanctions on—countries that engage in
an outright invasion of another state’s territory, whereas support for an insurgency
is far more difficult to prove conclusively and has been historically less likely to
be challenged, at least by strong measures+22 In addition, alliance partners of the
targeted state may be drawn into the conflict if countries resort to direct attacks+
Third, support for rebels is often difficult to gauge since it may be conducted in
relative secrecy and governments may have an incentive to hide acts of foreign
aggression from international as well as domestic audiences+23 Avoiding blame
may be especially attractive if insurgent forces are known for brutality or war
crimes; states can plausibly deny complicity with, or knowledge of, bad behavior




20+ See Hawkins et al+ 2006; and Kiewiet and McCubbins 1991+
21+ See Gartner 2008; and Gartner and Segura 1998+
22+ As a case in point, many Latin American states strongly condemned border violations by Colom-
bia against Ecuador in 2008 to strike against FARC targets, but evidence of Ecuadorean and Venezu-
elan support of the FARC did not garner strong criticism+
23+ Forsythe 1992+
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several local advantages for the external state+ Domestic groups often have more
legitimacy given their local ties; foreign invaders are frequently less likely to be
welcomed by locals+ From a tactical perspective, such groups often have better
information about domestic populations, government informants, terrain, critical
infrastructure, and so on+
Delegation to rebels, then, can help states avoid some of the costs of interstate
war+ However, principal-agent theory also tells us that by delegating, principals
give up some control over the achievement of their key objectives+ While states
can avoid the costs and risks of direct military operations, they face potential agency
slack, or lost autonomy over their foreign policies and the conduct of the conflict+
In interstate war, states have—at least in principle—direct control over their forces
through established military hierarchies+ However, when states delegate action to
rebel groups, they risk losing agency and autonomy over the objectives and means
of the war effort+24 If the rebel group’s preferences are not closely aligned with
that of the foreign patron, the potential for agency loss is high+ External states
may find themselves providing resources to rebels who are pursuing different goals
than those desired by the sponsor+ This agency slack can take many forms: rebels
can devote suboptimal effort to the conflict with the resources provided; engage in
unwelcome or egregious behavior such as war crimes; they may divert resources
toward other, undesired, objectives; or in some cases, the agent may use the
resources supplied against the patron itself+ For instance, Rwanda’s backing of
Kabila’s forces in Zaire successfully removed the Mobutu regime but later back-
fired disastrously as Kabila turned against his former ally+25
For external states, then, supporting rebel groups will be more attractive when
the costs of foreign aggression are high and the potential for agency slack is low+
States will be more likely to delegate when international condemnation and sanc-
tions are likely, when there are benefits to hiding foreign aggression, and when
the costs of gathering local intelligence, conducting an invasion, and holding cap-
tured territory are prohibitive+ Additionally, external states will be more likely to
delegate to rebel groups when the stakes in the international dispute are not abso-
lutely critical to the vital interests of the state+ The most critical national security
interests incline states to retain control over their foreign policy, while less critical
concerns may be “contracted” to militant organizations+26
At the same time, the incentives for delegating conflict must be weighed against
the potential agency loss and the ability to select and monitor appropriate agents+
External states will be more likely to delegate to rebels when they are reasonably
confident that the rebel force shares similar preferences; when they can select good,
competent agents; and when they can effectively monitor agent activities and sanc-
24+ See Byman and Kreps 2010; and Salehyan 2010+
25+ Prunier 2009+
26+ To be clear, in this article we do not model empirically the choice by states to engage in war
versus rebel support versus other methods of conflict+ We focus specifically on the rebel actors that
receive external support+
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tion bad behavior+ As a general proposition, we expect states to select rebel agents
based on two basic criteria: their ability to pose a viable threat to the target regime,
and the degree of preference congruence+
A number of characteristics of rebel organizations can affect the extent to which
external states will see them as reliable agents+ Groups that are militarily weak,
fractured, and disorganized are unlikely to pose a significant challenge to their
host state to an extent that justifies supporting them+ States will want to select
agents that can demonstrate a certain level of competence in fighting the govern-
ment; otherwise, they risk expending resources for little benefit+ More capable
groups will be better able to carry out the wishes of the external state+ Moreover,
rebel organizations that have a strong central leadership to coordinate action will
be more attractive partners+ Fragmented groups that are prone to splintering, and
leaders that cannot direct battlefield operations effectively, are less desirable agents
since it is not clear that the wishes of the patron will be carried out by the orga-
nization as a whole+ Stronger rebel organizations with clear, centralized organiza-
tional structures are more likely to pursue the principal’s goals efficiently+We expect
that states will attempt to screen out unviable rebel groups and those that do not
have leadership structures that can ensure compliance with given directives+
In addition to selecting groups on the basis of their competence as a fighting
force, states will want to ensure that the rebel organization shares similar prefer-
ences+ Groups that do not share the goals of the patron are unlikely to be reliable
agents+ In this regard, shared ethnicity or religion can serve as a screening device
when choosing between agents+ Ethnic or religious ties to the rebel organization
are likely to reduce concern with preference divergence since a common world-
view and shared cultural understandings often indicate similar preferences ~or are
at least perceived to!+27 Additionally, commonalities of language and culture make
monitoring the actions of the agent easier and so should also reduce agency slack+
In subsequent sections, we will turn these expectations into more formally stated
hypotheses+ But first, it is important to consider the costs and benefits of accept-
ing foreign patronage from the rebel’s standpoint+
The Demand Side
Just as states consider the costs and benefits of offering support to rebels, the
rebel organization must also evaluate the costs and benefits of accepting external
support+ For the purposes of our argument, we assume that rebels want to maxi-
mize two things: ~1! the resources they have at their disposal to challenge the
state or privately consume, and ~2! the autonomy they have over their own actions+
All rebels have some specific goals that they are trying to achieve in the conflict+
Some have policy goals such as a greater role in the national government or more
27+ See Davis and Moore 1997; Jenne 2007; and Saideman 2001+
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territorial autonomy, but other groups simply desire personal enrichment and mate-
rial rewards+28 Regardless of the overall objectives of the rebel organization, we
believe that it is reasonable to assume that rebel groups will prefer more resources
over fewer as well as more autonomy over less+ However, these may be compet-
ing objectives, as we discuss below+
Rebel organizations are often at a resource disadvantage, particularly at the begin-
ning of a conflict, when small opposition groups are still mobilizing the support
they need to challenge better-equipped and organized states+ Many nascent rebel
groups have little access to the money, equipment, training, and personnel needed
to mount an effective challenge to the state+ In order for rebels to either topple the
regime or extract greater concessions, they need to mobilize a significant military
capacity, and quickly, since such groups are often quite vulnerable at initial stages+29
External patrons can provide an obvious source of funding for rebel entrepre-
neurs+ Moreover, foreign state patrons—as opposed to private contributions—
have the greatest prospect of offering substantial resources, particularly in military
terms+ During the Cold War, the Soviet Union and United States supported many
rebel organizations that espoused a Marxist or anti-Marxist ideology, respectively+
Since the end of the Cold War, many rebel organizations have looked beyond these
patrons and have found willing sponsors in neighboring countries+ Sierra Leone’s
Revolutionary United Front, for instance, won the backing of Liberia+ Similarly,
rebels from the Darfur region of Sudan have been aided by the Chadian govern-
ment+ External states can provide money, military equipment, training, sanctuary,
and other resources to rebel groups, significantly augmenting their resource base+30
Even though there are clear benefits to obtaining external support, the rebel orga-
nization may experience substantial costs as well+ Accepting funding from foreign
patrons will often come with strings attached as the principal assumes some degree
of control over the rebel’s agenda; rebels give up some control over their aims and
tactics in exchange for outside help as sponsors are not likely to offer resources
for free+ Therefore, being beholden to external patrons may accomplish the goal
of expanding resources, but comes at the cost of losing some degree of autonomy+
As an example of foreign patrons imposing their agendas, the U+S+ Central Intel-
ligence Agency would often provide the Nicaraguan Contras, “precise informa-
tion on dams, bridges, electrical substations, port facilities and other targets that
the rebels will destroy in guerilla raids+”31 Leaders of the organization did not act
independently, but often took orders from Washington+ Thus, while the Contras
received substantial assistance from the United States, they were not masters of
their own destiny+
Because of concerns with lost autonomy, we argue, rebels will prefer to rely on
a domestic support base to obtain resources when they are able to do so+ All else
28+ See Sobek and Payne 2010; and Weinstein 2007+
29+ See Bapat 2005; and Metz 2007+
30+ Salehyan 2009+
31+ New York Times, 19 March 1987+
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being equal, they would prefer their own, reliable, resource streams over external
alternatives that impose constraints on their behavior+ Operating without the con-
straints imposed by external parties, insurgent groups have greater freedom to pur-
sue their own objectives and determine their own tactics+ Moreover, becoming too
dependent on foreign patrons can cause rebel organizations to lose legitimacy at
home if they are seen as pawns of a foreign power+ For instance, the Iranian rebel
group, the Mojahedin-e-Khalq, lost legitimacy in the eye of many Iranians by ally-
ing with Iraq, a long-time unpopular enemy+32
Groups, then, face a trade-off between the additional resources gained from
accepting external support and the potential for lost autonomy and domestic legit-
imacy by doing so+ This means that rebels with the option to do so should seek to
mobilize domestic support and gain domestic legitimacy rather than rely on poten-
tially unpredictable external sponsors+ We expect the strength and domestic via-
bility of the rebel organization, as well as the degree of preference similarity
between the group and potential sponsors, to be critical determinants in the deci-
sion to accept foreign sponsorship+ In particular, rebels that are quite strong rela-
tive to the government and can rely on domestic constituencies and local resources
have less of a need for foreign funding and will be unwilling to give up their
autonomy+ Rebels that are able to control territory and exclude government forces
will be able to use tax revenue and natural resources from that territory to support
their operations,33 and so will have less of a need for external funding+ This will
only apply to the strongest rebels+ By contrast, weak rebels that are unable to mobi-
lize sufficient resources domestically will find foreign support more attractive+
This resources-versus-autonomy dilemma also implies that groups will be more
likely to accept support when the external state shares similar preferences+As pref-
erences converge, there is less concern that foreign sponsorship will entail unwel-
come constraints+ Patrons with significantly different objectives are more likely to
ask for things that the rebels are reluctant to provide+ To reiterate the point made
above, shared ethnic or religious traditions may indicate preference similarity, atten-
uating fears over agency slack as well as over unwelcome constraints+ In sum,
screening is a two-way process+ Both the principal and the agent will seek the best
“match” and try to identify actors with similar goals+ These conjectures are stated
more formally below+
Hypotheses
The “supply side” and “demand side” logic of external support to rebel groups
leads to expectations about the conditions under which rebels in a civil war will
32+ Goulka et al+ 2009, 4+
33+ Lujala 2010+
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seek and obtain foreign resources+34 Here, we present six implications, derived
from the discussion above, that we will test empirically+ The first four refer to
characteristics of rebel groups that will affect their likelihood of support, the fifth
is a prediction about the state in which the rebel groups operate, and the final
prediction focuses on counterbalancing interventions+
The first characteristic of rebel organizations that should affect external support
is how strong they are, relative to the state+ The supply side and demand side
logics, however, lead to opposite predictions+ Weak rebels are in critical need of
additional resources, and the desire for supplies to remain viable outweighs auton-
omy concerns+ However, because the weakest rebels cannot demonstrate a reason-
ably viable challenge to the state, are poorly organized, and lack local credibility,
foreign patrons will not see such groups as worth investing in+ But at the same
time, the strongest rebels are unlikely to accept foreign assistance because they
can rely on a wholly domestic strategy for obtaining finances—through taxation
or securing lucrative resources, for example+ While very strong rebels can cer-
tainly benefit from increased resources, the returns from an enhanced resource base
are offset by concerns with autonomy+ Thus, we predict that rebels that are mini-
mally competent, but not the strongest groups, are most likely to receive ~and
accept! external support+35
H1: The strongest and weakest rebel organizations, relative to their target govern-
ment, will be less likely to receive external support.
External states desire to support rebel groups that are more likely to accomplish
their objectives+ The strength of the rebels is one characteristic that affects this;
another is the leadership of the organization+ Some rebel organizations are char-
acterized by loose affiliations among various units, while others have clear com-
mand and control structures+ A strong central command assures the foreign patron
that troops in the field are carrying out orders effectively and makes it easier to
monitor the activities of the group+36 Ultimately, the leadership can be held account-
able for the actions of the group as a whole and the patron has a clear point of
contact+ By contrast, it is harder to coordinate action among more fractionalized
groups, and a weak chain of command implies that directives given to the pur-
ported leader of the organization may not be carried out by subordinates+ Frag-
34+ The theoretical argument here could also lead to implications about which external states will
support which rebel groups+ However, our research question here is on which rebel groups receive
support and that is what we will analyze in the empirical analysis, so we focus on those hypotheses
here+
35+ Gent 2008 also argues that external intervention is most likely when the state and the rebels are
not very strong relative to the other+ However, his theoretical argument focuses on the marginal effect
that intervention will have on the outcome of the war, while we emphasize loss of autonomy+ More-
over, Gent does not disaggregate the rebel actor in multiparty conflicts+
36+ Gates 2002+
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mented groups are prone to infighting and may splinter, and so are not likely to be
seen as reliable, efficient partners+ This means that external states are more likely
to offer support to groups with a clear centralized leadership+
H2: Rebel groups will be more likely to receive foreign support if they have a
clear central leadership that exercises control over the group’s activities+
Rebels seek to maximize their resources and prefer to do so in ways that minimize
their loss of autonomy+ When they are able to obtain resources domestically, they
will prefer to do so in lieu of accepting external support+ Some rebel organiza-
tions are able to establish “no-go” zones for government forces and to “govern”
territory+37 These organizations are able to rely on local funding sources such as
the control of natural resources and taxation of the population under their control+
As we argued above, this is one dimension of rebel strength+ However, strength
relative to the state and the ability to control territory are not perfectly related+
While controlling territory could be seen as a dimension of rebel strength, rebels
that are relatively weak compared to the government may nonetheless have sig-
nificant local support in peripheral areas or be able to control territory in remote
regions where the government is relatively feeble+ These groups may still be weaker
than the state overall but have local pockets of support+
H3: Rebel groups will be less likely to receive foreign support if they are able to
control territory within the state.
While the objectives and appeal of many rebel organizations are purely domestic,
many rebel organizations are linked through bonds of affinity with groups that
span national boundaries+ Often, rebel groups represent one national segment of a
broader ethnic community+ The Kurdish Worker’s Party ~PKK! in Turkey, for
instance, claims to fight for a unified homeland for the Kurdish people, and makes
appeals to Kurdish populations in Iran, Iraq, Syria, and the wider Kurdish dias-
pora+ Other rebel organizations find sympathy and support among people with a
similar religious or ideological commitment+ Islamist fighters across several states
as well as Palestinian nationalist groups often find sympathetic audiences in the
broader Muslim world; anti-apartheid groups in South Africa appealed to African
populations across the continent+ Groups that have such transnational appeal are
more likely than groups with parochial interests to receive external assistance as
sympathizers elsewhere pressure their states to come to their defense+38 Moreover,
we argue that ethnic and religious ties attenuate fears about agency loss, since
groups with a similar profile are seen as sharing common interests with patron
37+ Kalyvas 2006+
38+ See Davis and Moore 1997; Jenne 2007; and Saideman 2001+
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states and because communication barriers to effective screening and monitoring
are less problematic+39
H4. Rebel groups will be more likely to receive external support if they have a
transnational constituency or audience.
The first four hypotheses all focus on characteristics of groups+ However, certain
types of states will be more likely to attract external support for their rebels than
others+We argued above that delegation to rebel groups is used as a tactic to under-
mine enemy regimes+ All else being equal, we expect states that are involved in
international rivalries to have more disputes with others+ International rivalries are
known to have recurring patterns of conflict, including militarized disputes+40 Less
appreciated in the literature, however, is the potential for international rivals to
undermine their opponents through indirect means, particularly through support
for rebel organizations+41 Direct and indirect conflict strategies may alternate at
various periods in the conflict, or they may be used in tandem with one another+
H5. Rebel organizations are more likely to receive external assistance if their tar-
get state is engaged in an international rivalry.
Finally, in many cases, intervention on behalf of either the government or reb-
els leads other states to want to balance that influence by supporting the opposite
side+ International rivals often play out their geopolitical tug-of-war by supporting
opposite sides of an ongoing internal dispute+ For instance, while the U+S+S+R+ and
Cuba supported the Angolan regime, the United States and South Africa sup-
ported the UNITA opposition+ Therefore, we expect counterbalancing interven-
tions to be relatively common+
H6. Rebel organizations are more likely to receive external assistance if their tar-
get state also receives external assistance.
Data and Research Design
Our main dependent variable in this study is whether a particular rebel movement
receives external support from a foreign state sponsor+ We take this information
39+ Byman and Kreps 2010+
40+ Diehl and Goertz 2001+
41+ An important exception is Akcinaroglu and Radziszewski 2005+ They examine the factors that
determine when states intervene militarily into conflicts involving their rivals+ Additionally, they show
that a greater likelihood of rival intervention ~even in the absence of intervention! leads to longer civil
wars+
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from the Expanded Armed Conflict Data v2+3 ~EACD!,42 a data set that we have
created that includes supplementary information about the characteristics of rebel
groups and transnational linkages for intrastate conflicts in the Uppsala0PRIO
Armed Conflict Data ~ACD!+43 As part of the EACD, we have coded a number of
indicators for whether or not rebel groups and governments receive support from
outside actors+ These data allow us to identify which rebel groups receive external
support and which do not+
The ACD data identify incidents of violence involving states and rebel groups
that generate at least twenty-five casualties in a given calendar year over some
incompatibility classified as control over the central government or territorial
autonomy0secession+ For every conflict year, the ACD identifies a set of “Side B”
actors that comprises rebel groups involved in active fighting with the govern-
ment+ The unit of analysis in this study is the individual rebel organization+ We
leave the question of why particular states support individual groups for future
research and focus instead on the rebel organization as the unit of observation,
indicating whether or not the group received military support from any state+ The
analysis, then, examines which of the rebel groups included in the data receive
support as a function of characteristics of the rebel group and of the state in which
the rebel group operates ~including that state’s relations with other states!+
A conflict over a particular contested incompatibility may involve many rebels
and these groups are often in a competitive relationship with one another+ The
Tamils in Sri Lanka, for example, were represented by three main organizations in
the 1980s, namely the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam ~LTTE!, the People’s Lib-
eration Organisation of Tamil Eelam ~PLOTE!, and the Tamil Eelam Liberation
Organization ~TELO!+ Of these three, only the LTTE received external backing
~from India until 1991!+ In our data set, these three organizations are treated as
three different observations+
Previous studies have examined when the “rebel side” in a conflict receives
support, however, we believe that it is frequently inappropriate to treat all rebel
organizations active in a conflict as part of a “rebel coalition,” since they are often
competitors rather than allies and have distinct organizational structures+44 Exter-
nal support to one rebel group may change the probability that the rebels collec-
tively defeat the state, but it also changes the probability that that rebel group can
defeat internal rivals and emerge as the representative of the opposition+ In some
instances, however, rebel groups do form an umbrella organization that effec-
tively directs the operations of the group+ For instance, the Unidad Revolucionaria
Nacional Guatemalteca ~URNG! in Guatemala was a merger between several left-
ist opposition groups, but fought as a cohesive whole+ In these instances, where
42+ For more on the EACD, see Cunningham, Gleditsch, and Salehyan 2009+
43+ For more on the ACD, see Gleditsch et al+ 2002+
44+ For instance, the LTTE engaged in campaigns of violence against the TELO and PLOTE lead-
ership, effectively defeating these rival organizations+ Joshi 1996+
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there is a clear lead organization, we consider that organization to be a single rebel
group+ We have a total of 403 distinct organizations in our data+
Our dependent variable, then, is a dichotomous indicator of whether ~1! or not
~0! a group receives military support and0or troop support from any external state+45
Whether a group has external support or not can sometimes be ambiguous since
governments often deny such assistance+46 Therefore, we create three external sup-
port variables with different degrees of restrictiveness; these three variables differ
with respect to their treatment of “alleged” assistance+ Our first variable, sup-
port i, codes all cases of alleged and explicit military and troop support for an
insurgent group as 1, with nonsupport coded as 0+47 Our second variable, support
ii, restricts external support to those cases where military support for rebels is
explicitly acknowledged, while cases of alleged support and nonsupport are both
coded as 0+ Since it is somewhat ambiguous whether instances of alleged support
can be considered conceptually equivalent to cases without support, we also con-
sider a third support variable, support iii, which sets instances of alleged support
to missing+ Of the 403 groups in our data, 159 receive support according to defi-
nition I+ Of these, 28 are cases of alleged support, which are set to 0 in the defi-
nition for support ii and missing in the definition for support iii+
We should point out that this coding criteria means that we only identify whether
or not a rebel group receives support from any external state, as indicated by a
dichotomous variable+ However, many of the rebels in our data receive support
from numerous states+ Since we are not identifying particular patron-rebel dyads,
but rather are seeking to answer the question of which rebel groups receive sup-
port at all, this is the appropriate measurement+ Nonetheless, in additional tests,
which we discuss below, we count the number of external supporters+
Group Characteristics
In this section we consider a number of operational measures reflecting character-
istics of rebel groups+ We have argued that the strongest and weakest rebel orga-
nizations should be less likely to receive external support+ The EACD contains a
dyadic evaluation of the overall military strength of a particular insurgent group
45+ The EACD data set also has an indicator for participation or assistance by nonstate actors, but
for the purposes of this article, we are only considering state support+ In addition, our data set contains
information on changes over time, such as when foreign sponsors withdraw their support+ In this analy-
sis, however, we only consider support at the initial phase and leave the question of why states with-
draw support for future research+
46+ This information comes from a variety of primary and secondary sources including ~but not
limited to! the Uppsala University Armed Conflicts Database, the Minorities at Risk Database, Keesi-
ngs Record of World Events, and Lexis-Nexis news searches+ Therefore, multiple sources were con-
sulted to confirm each case of rebel support and each source is listed in our case files+
47+ The EACD data include a range of support types including: political endorsement of a group’s
aims, nonmilitary support, military support such as arms, and troop interventions+ In this analysis we
only include military or troop support for rebel organizations, since they are the most hostile activities
from the perspective of the target state and are the clearest evidence of war delegation+
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relative to the government, distinguishing between instances where insurgents are
much weaker, weaker, at parity, or stronger than the government+ Since there are
few instances where rebels are at parity, we combine the weak and parity catego-
ries to distinguish these from instances where rebels are clearly stronger or much
weaker than the government+48 Thus, we have three categories, that is, strong reb-
els, weak rebels, and moderate strength+ We use these categorical variables to test
H1+49
The EACD also include a measure of whether rebels have a clear leadership
and the extent to which this leadership actually exercises control over the day-to-
day operations of subunits+ Some rebel organizations function more or less like
professional militaries with hierarchical command structures, while others are more
loosely coordinated and prone to fracturing+ We include a dummy for whether the
group has a clear central command and whether this leadership exercises a high
degree of control ~as opposed to moderate and low! to test H2+
H3 predicted that rebel groups that can demonstrate territorial control should be
less likely to receive foreign support+ These groups can access resources in their
zone of control+ The EACD includes a measure of whether insurgent groups exert
control over territory where they can deny the government access+ To test this
prediction, we include a dichotomous indicator, coded 1 for groups that clearly
have territorial control, and 0 for all others, including cases of unclear or con-
tested control+
In addition to these variables, we also include a variable indicating whether or
not there was more than one rebel actor fighting the government+ When there are
more rebel groups operating in the same conflict, external states that have a desire
to destabilize the host state have a choice which group to support+ In those cases,
in fact, the characteristics of each individual group may become more important+
Additionally, Cunningham shows that multiparty civil wars are longer, and so
groups in these conflicts may make more attractive candidates for imposing costs
on other states+50
External Variables
We have highlighted the supply of potential supporters as an important factor influ-
encing the prospects for a group to receive support+ Foreign constituencies and
international rivalries are predicted to increase support for a rebel organization, as
are countervailing interventions when the state also receives assistance+ In this
48+ For more on this measure and the other indicators of group characteristics, see Cunningham,
Gleditsch, and Salehyan 2009+
49+ The strength of rebels is measured at the time that rebels received external support+ Strength
can change across the course of the conflict ~and, in fact, can change as a result of external support!,
but the important determinant here should be how strong the rebels were at the point that they were
supported by an external state+
50+ Cunningham 2006+
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section, we consider how to operationalize external characteristics reflecting the
features emphasized by our hypotheses+
H4 predicted that groups that have clear transnational constituencies are more
likely to see foreign state support+51 The EACD include a measure of transna-
tional constituency support, defined as nonstate assistance to and sympathy for
the rebel group+ This includes ethnic segments in other countries and ethnic groups
with a large overseas diaspora such as Sikhs in India+ This measure also includes
groups that appeal to transnational religious or ideological sentiments such as Marx-
ism, Black African Nationalism, and Islamism+ We create a dummy variable that
flags cases with either “explicit” or “tacit” support+ Tacit support indicates that
the group makes appeals to a transnational constituency and that external, non-
state actors express sympathy or solidarity with the insurgents+ Explicit support
indicates that external nonstate actors directly support the insurgency through mate-
rial resources, funding, supplies, supplying foreign fighters, and so on+ We com-
bine both in a single 001 measure+
H5 suggested that rebels will be more likely to receive external support when
the target state is engaged in an international rivalry+ States with international
enemies are more likely to face rebel groups with foreign sponsorship+ To mea-
sure negative or hostile relations with other states, we consider whether the gov-
ernment in a country is involved in a rivalry with another state, based on data
from Thompson+52 We also include a measure of support from an external state to
the government side, based on the EACD, to measure H6+ When the government
receives assistance, rebels may be more likely to receive help as well in compet-
itive interventions+ This variable is coded similar to the rebel support variable,
although we note that “alleged” support for the state is extremely rare+
Each of these variables is measured at the beginning of the conflict+ This is
appropriate because virtually all cases of external support in our data occur at the
beginning of the conflict+ That is, of the rebel groups who ever receive support
from at least one external state, almost all of them receive it at the beginning of
the conflict+
51+ In this analysis, we simply indicate whether or not the group in question had a transna-
tional constituency+ In future analyses, it would be worthwhile to explore whether or not external
constituents control or have access to the government+ Some have looked at transnational ethnic sup-
port and whether or not ethnic kin are a majority or minority elsewhere ~see Cetinyan 2002; and
Davis and Moore 1997!+ Yet, minority groups may still control the government in other countries
~Cederman, Girardin, and Gleditsch 2009!, or influence government policy+ As a case in point, although
Tamils are a minority in India, they pressured the government to offer support to the Tamil Tigers in
Sri Lanka+ Finally, our data on transnational constituencies are not limited to ethnic ties but include
broad-based external appeal, and we have no comparable data on government control for nonethnic
groups+
52+ The data are described in Thompson 2001 and have been updated since then+ The concept of
rivalry, which was most clearly spelled out in Goertz and Diehl 1992, is that some pairs of states
engage in more frequent disputes, as well as wars, and that these rivalries tend to last for long periods
of time+ The Thompson data differ from the Goertz and Diehl data in that they are based on perceived
rivalry and do not require a minimum number of militarized disputes between states+
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Country Characteristics
Alongside these variables testing H1 to H6, we include a number of characteris-
tics of the country experiencing civil war that may be associated with both the
supply and demand of foreign support, largely as controls+ First, we consider the
military capacity of a country through the Composite Indicator of National Capa-
bilities ~CINC! from the Correlates of War project+53 It may be the case that stronger
states in the international system can deter others from funding their insurgent’s
activities+ In addition, very strong states may be less likely to be seen as appropri-
ate targets since rebels are less likely to be successful+ Second, we consider the
natural logarithm of a country’s gross domestic product ~GDP! per capita+54 This
is an additional measure of state strength and ability to deter interventions+ Finally,
we consider whether the country experiencing conflict is a democracy, based on a
dummy variable of whether a country’s democracy score on the Polity institution-
alized democracy scale is 6 or higher+55 Countries with missing codes due to regime
transitions are coded as nondemocracies+ Democratic states, with more legitimate
institutions, may be less likely to fall victim to outside support for insurgent
movements+56
Empirical Results
We begin our analysis with a core model of the country-level control variables to
see if macro characteristics help explain support for rebel groups; then, we include
our variables of interest to test our hypotheses+ First, do macro-level country vari-
ables explain external support? The results, displayed in Table 1, quite clearly sug-
gest that the answer to this question is “no+” Model 1 includes the support i version
of the dependent variable, which codes cases of alleged support as 1; none of the
estimated coefficients are significantly different from 0, and the model overall is
not statistically significant+ The coefficient for the log of GDP per capita is nega-
tive, but not significantly different from 0+ The CINC variable has a positive esti-
mated coefficient rather than a negative one, as would be expected if stronger states
can deter support for rebels, but the estimate is not statistically significant+ Democ-
racy also fails to provide much explanatory power+ Models 2 and Models 3 in
Table 1 include the support ii ~alleged support  0! and support iii ~alleged
support dropped! versions of the dependent variable, respectively+ These models
53+ Singer 1988+ A number of observations have missing values in the CINC data+ To ensure com-
pleteness, we use the closest year to replace missing observations+ More specifically, we use 1949 data
for Korea 1948; 1967 data for South Yemen 1962; 2001 data for Israel 2002; 2001 data for Eritrea
2003; 2001 data for Afghanistan 2003; and 2001 data for Cote d’Ivoire 2002+
54+ These data are from Gleditsch 2002+ For various conflicts starting before 1950, we use the 1950
values of GDP per capita+
55+ Jaggers and Gurr 1995+
56+ However, Forsythe 1992 argues that democracies have sometimes sponsored covert conflicts in
other democracies+
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provide generally similar results, with the exception that the negative coefficient
for democracy now becomes significant in Model 2+ This indicates that rebel groups
in democratic states may be less likely to receive explicit military support from
other states, but this is sensitive to the specification of the dependent variable+
Table 2 contains estimates of a logistic regression model adding the transna-
tional linkages and group characteristics+ We will focus first on Model 4, which is
based on the comprehensive support i variable+ As can be seen from the likeli-
hood ratio ~LR! chi-square for Model 4, the overall model is now statistically sig-
nificant, indicating that transnational and group characteristics provide helpful
information in predicting support over and beyond country characteristics+ With
regard to our hypotheses, we can see that the terms for the strength of rebel move-
ments relative to governments—with “moderate strength” as the baseline—is con-
sistent with our hypothesis, as the strongest and weakest rebels appear to be less
likely to receive external support+ Whether or not individual coefficients for poly-
chotomous variables split up into dummies are different from 0 will depend on the
designation of the baseline+ As such, the most appropriate test here is to consider
the joint significance of the two terms for the variable+ This is reported below the
table of coefficients+As can be seen from Model 4 in Table 2, the LR chi-square is










(alleged set to missing)
ln gnp per capita 0+123 0+014 0+048
~0+117! ~0+123! ~0+125!
1+049 0+116 0+380
cinc 2+919 1+537 0+029
~4+050! ~4+553! ~4+425!
0+721 0+338 0+007
democracy 0+229 0+636** 0+532*
~0+277! ~0+304! ~0+313!
0+826 2+092 1+697
Constant 0+656 0+352 0+018
~0+873! ~0+917! ~0+936!
0+752 0+384 0+019
N 370 370 370
Log likelihood 151+31 ~df  4! 236+64 ~df  4! 224+95 ~df  4!
LR chi-square 2+56 ~df  3! 6+44 ~df  3! 4+36 ~df  3!
AIC 510+63 482+13 458+48
Notes: Table lists variable coefficient, with standard error in parentheses, followed by Z value+ AIC Akaike Infor-
mation Criterion+ LR is likelihood ratio+ ** p , 0+05; * p , 0+1+
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5+39, which has a p-value of about 0+067, reaching statistical significance+We thus
conclude that H1 is supported, reaching statistical significance at the 0+1 level,
although we note that the support is weaker in Model 5+
Our results for other group characteristics are somewhat mixed+ H2 predicted
that groups with a strong central command should be more likely to receive exter-
nal support+ This hypothesis receives no support from these results+ The estimated
coefficients are negative, contrary to our expectations, and weakly significant+ We
had expected states to find groups with strong organizational structures to be more
reliable agents+ One possible interpretation of this result is that some groups with
strong central command may be more effective in gaining revenue domestically
and so they have less need for external support+ We leave this for future research,
as for now, we are hesitant to draw firm conclusions about this feature based on
these findings alone+
Irrespective of the external support measure, we find that groups that have ter-
ritorial control are more likely to receive external support, rather than less, as pos-
tulated by H3+ We had expected that territorial control and the ability to turn to
domestic sources for funding would free rebels of the need to secure outside
resources+ However this expectation was not supported+ The ability to control ter-
ritory may attract foreign supporters since rebels are proven to be viable and local
resources—particularly mineral wealth—may be desired by outside actors+ How-
ever, this is still a conjecture that warrants future research+ In any case, although
this variable is not strongly significant, it is clearly in opposition to the expected
direction, and so we cannot claim support for H3+
Consistent with H4, we find strong support for the proposition that external sup-
port is more likely when groups have transnational constituencies+ Indeed, the coef-
ficient implies an influence on the log odds of conflict that is greater than any of
the other categorical variables+ This holds irrespective of the specification of the
support measure+ Groups with transnational ethnic kin, such as Serbian rebels in
Bosnia-Herzegovina, and groups with transnational ideological appeal, such as
Hezbollah, are more likely to receive support from external backers than groups
with relatively parochial interests+
H5 postulates that transnational support should be more likely for groups located
in states that have an external rival+ As can be seen from Table 2, we find strong
evidence for this proposition, and this holds for all the support measures+ There-
fore, the analysis supports the conjecture that supporting insurgencies is an alter-
native method of undermining international enemies that falls short of international
war+57
57+ Since Thompson 2001 defines rivalry based on perceptions, it is possible that rivalry may have
been coded based on aggressive acts such as support for rebels+ To ensure that this does not drive our
results we have re-estimated the analysis using the most recent version of the rivalry measure origi-
nally proposed by Goertz and Diehl ~Klein, Goertz, and Diehl 2006!, which is coded based on a count
of recent military interstate disputes rather than subjective measures+ However, the effects of rivalries
do not change notably when using this measure instead of the Thompson rivalry measure+ These results
are available in the Web Appendix to this article on the IO Web site+
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(alleged set to missing)
rebels much weaker 0+498† 0+524* 0+564*
~0+305! ~0+318! ~0+323!
1+633 1+647 1+749
rebels strong 1+096† 0+783 0+856†
~0+680! ~0+687! ~0+322!
1+611 1+139 1+241
strong central command 0+415 0+593* 0+618*
~0+316! ~0+333! ~0+342!
1+314 1+781 1+810
government support 0+841** 0+933** 0+964**
~0+279! ~0+293! ~0+302!
3+016 3+185 3+194
transnational constituency 1+025** 1+201** 1+199**
~0+304! ~0+308! ~0+313!
3+419 3+899 3+828
territorial control 0+462 0+507* 0+505*
~0+288! ~0+294! ~0+302!
1+616 1+721 1+674
more than one actor 0+361 0+238 0+290
~0+275! ~0+289! ~0+295!
1+312 0+824 0+984
rivalry 0+962** 1+035** 1+068**
~0+283! ~0+283! ~0+290!
3+55 3+652 3+684
ln gnp per capita 0+179 0+073 0+065
~0+163! ~0+157! ~0+157!
1+190 0+467 0+402
cinc 6+632 1+637 3+737
~5+077! ~4+982! ~4+982!
1+364 0+329 0+756
democracy 0+404 0+859** 0+845**
~0+347! ~0+375! ~0+385!
1+189 2+293 2+192
Constant 0+107 1+104 1+126
~1+142! ~1+207! ~1+244!
0+094 0+915 0+905
N 308 308 290
Log likelihood 181+24 ~df  12! 169+79 ~df  12! 161+504 ~df  12!
LR chi-square 58+76 ~df  11! 67+42 ~df  11! 66+52 ~df  11!
LR test, strength terms 5+39 3+97 4+52
AIC 386+47 368+58 347+00
Notes: Table lists variable coefficient, with standard error in parentheses, followed by Z value+ AIC Akaike Infor-
mation Criterion+ LR is likelihood ratio+ ** p , +05; * p , +1; † joint significance in 0+1 test+
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Our H6, stating that external support for rebels is more likely if the state also
receives external backing, is strongly supported by our regressions+ Indeed, mili-
tary support for the government side in a civil war increases the odds that rebels
will receive external support by a factor of between 2+3 and 2+6, depending on the
support measure specification+ Many cases of intervention on one side, therefore,
appear to be designed to counterbalance support for the other side+
The results for the other country-level control variables are generally similar to
those reported in Table 1, even when we add the transnational features and group
characteristics+ Neither state strength nor logged GDP per capita are reliable pre-
dictors of whether or not rebels receive external support+ However, we find that
democracy is negatively related to external support in Models 5 and 6, suggesting
that democracies may be less likely to be targeted by externally-sponsored rebel
groups+ Groups such as the Irish Republican Army and Basque separatists in Spain
may have had sympathy from external actors but did not receive significant gov-
ernmental assistance+
Before moving on to a discussion of the substantive significance of these results,
two further issues are worth considering+ First, as discussed earlier, the analysis
here considers whether or not rebel groups receive support from any external state+
This means that cases where rebels are supported by multiple states are treated the
same as those where they are only supported by one+ In that sense, we are exclud-
ing some cases of intervention because we focus on the group+
It may very well be, however, that the same factors that affect whether or not
groups receive support would affect how many states support them and that these
decisions are not independent of one another+ To look at this issue, we conducted
a negative binomial regression of the number of states supporting each rebel group
~using the support i variable!+ That analysis yielded results that were similar to
Model 4, and were even stronger in terms of statistical significance+58 We find that
rebel groups that are at parity with the state receive support from more states than
those that are weaker and stronger, as do rebels who control territory+ Rebels with
a strong central command receive less support than those without+ Rebel groups
are also likely to receive support from more states if they have transnational kin,
fight a state in a rivalry, and if the government also receives support+ Thus, our
results hold up quite well to this alternative specification+
Second, one consequence of our focus on the rebel group as the unit of analysis
is that interpreting the findings for H4 and H5 can be difficult+ We predicted that
rebels would receive more support when they had transnational kin or operated in
states that were engaged in an international rivalry, and those predictions were
supported+ Our analysis, however, does not allow us to say whether the states sup-
porting these groups are in fact the rivals or the states that host the transnational
constituent group+
58+ We provide these results in the online Appendix+
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To address this, we have created Appendix A, which looks at all cases where
rebels received support and either: ~1! operated in a state that was part of an inter-
national rivalry, or ~2! had a transnational constituency+ We then examine whether
the states that provided support were rivals of the rebels’ host state or had a trans-
national tie+ We find that, in most cases ~80+5 percent!, they did+ More discussion
is provided in Appendix A at the end of this article+
To interpret the substantive effects of our estimates, we consider in Table 3 the
effects of our key factors, based on the estimates for Model 4, for an observation
with the median0modal value of the right-hand side variables+ This implies an obser-
vation profile for a country with a GDP per capita value of $1,977, a CINC score
of 0+002, and a regime that is not democratic, as well as a single rebel organiza-
tion with moderate strength, that is, neither stronger nor much weaker than the
government+ We set the value of all the other terms to 0, which is the median
value for all the other key explanatory factors ~except for interstate rivalry, which
is present in 52 percent of the observations!+ The first row of Table 3 reports the
implied probability of support for the median profile, while the subsequent rows
show the change in the predicted probability of support from changing each of the
key factors, keeping the other right-hand side values the same+ The median profile
has a predicted probability of support of 0+190+ Consistent with our claims, chang-
ing the relative strength of the rebel group to much weaker or stronger yields a
notable decline in the predicted probability of support+ A strong central leadership
has little influence on the likelihood of support, while we see very large increases
in the predicted probability of support following government support, transna-
tional constituencies, interstate rivalry, and to a lesser extent, for organizations
that exercise territorial control+
One possible critique of our approach relates to the relationship between rebel
strength and foreign support+ It may be the case that external sponsors cause reb-
TABLE 3. Substantive effects of
variables in Model 4
Pr(support)
At median profile 0+190
Rebels much weaker 0+125
Rebels stronger 0+073






els to grow strong, which suggests reverse causality: support predicts strength,
rather than the other way around+ However, we note that the strongest rebels are
less likely to have external support, which helps attenuate such fears+ One way to
deal with this issue is through an instrumental variable approach, although we are
skeptical that reliable instruments—factors that are related to the independent vari-
able but orthogonal to the error terms—can be found+Another approach is to exam-
ine whether or not rebel strength can be considered a function of factors associated
with foreign ties+ In regressions not shown,59 we use rebel strength as the depen-
dent variable and transnational constituencies and international rivalries as our main
independent variables+ We estimate these models with and without all other right-
hand side variables+ Our results suggest that external factors are indeed negatively
related to rebel strength, and are statistically insignificant when other control vari-
ables are included+ That is, transnational constituents and foreign rivalries—
which explain foreign support—are not themselves positively related to rebel
strength+ Therefore, we can conclude that foreign ties are not predictors of the
strength of rebel groups+
Evaluating the Results
In order to ascertain the overall predictive power of our model, Table 4 compares
the observed responses with those predicted by Model 1 in Table 2, dichotomized
by whether the predicted values for support from the regression exceed 0+5+ As
can be seen, the estimates perform relatively well in terms of identifying the con-
flicts where we actually see external support+ A total of 79 out of the 133 cases of
support that we observe are correctly classified by the predicted values, while the
overall success in the classifications of the model is about 70 percent+ By contrast,
a model with only the purely domestic characteristics ~constrained to the same
sample as Model 1! only identifies five cases of support for insurgent groups+ This
implies that the more limited model misses 128 out of the 133 cases with external
support in our data+ Thus we have a good deal of confidence that our regressions,
while not perfect, increase our predictive ability considerably for when external
support is more likely to occur than no support+
A more systematic approach to evaluating the predictive performance of the
model should consider the relative costs of false negatives ~that is, missed cases
of support! versus false positives ~that is, incorrectly predicted instances of sup-
port!+ While a lower prediction threshold minimizes the missed events, this also
risks generating more false positives+ King and Zeng suggest evaluating models
across a range of plausible thresholds rather than just a single prediction threshold
through a Receiver-Operating-Characteristic ~ROC! plot+60 An ROC plot graphs a
continuous curve comparing the share of true and false positives from a model for
59+ We provide these results in the online Appendix+
60+ King and Zeng 2001+
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a given prediction threshold+ The performance of a model relative to a random
guess based on the share of events in the sample can be assessed by comparing
the height of the curve to a forty-five degree line+ As can be seen from Figure 1,
the dashed line for the purely domestic model deviates little from the forty-five
degree line, or the success that we would expect from a random guess+ The solid
line for Model 4, incorporating international and transnational linkages, however,
is much higher, and this provides strong evidence that transnational characteristics
provide important information as to what insurgent groups are more likely to see
external support+
TABLE 4. Predictions for Model 1 in Table 2 by
observed response
Observed response Model 1, Table 2 predictions
[p  0+5 [p  0+5
No support 133 42
Support 54 79
FIGURE 1. Receiver-Operating-Characteristic plot comparing Models 1 and 4
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An additional value of our modeling approach is that we can clearly differenti-
ate between various insurgent groups+ Rather than predicting support for “rebels”
in a civil war, we can assess predictions for particular insurgencies or organiza-
tions+ For instance, our model gives a predicted probability of insurgent support
of more than 80 percent for several groups, and each of these groups indeed received
external assistance+ These groups are listed in Table 5+ Two of these groups, the
Hezb-i-Islami and the Jamiat-i-Islami, fought in Afghanistan and had external ideo-
logical appeal for a broad anti-Soviet and Islamic constituency, and received sup-
port from Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, and the United States+ The Sudan People’s
Liberation Movement had the highest predicted level of support and received assis-
tance from several African states as well as backers from outside the region+ We
also had a high prediction of external support for the Rally for Congolese Democ-
racy ~RCD!, a largely Tutsi group in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, which
was assisted by its ethnic kin in Rwanda; acrimonious relationships between the
two states also encouraged support+ As a final example, our regressions highly
predicted support for the Ethiopian Liberation Front+ While the Ethiopian govern-
ment was assisted by the United States and Israel, countervailing assistance was
offered by Syria, Iraq, and the U+S+S+R+
Our model can also distinguish between various groups within a single conflict+
For instance, three main groups fought against the government of the Philippines
for an independent Muslim homeland on the island of Mindanao: the Moro National
Liberation Front ~MNLF!, the Moro Islamic Liberation Front ~MILF!, and the
TABLE 5. Insurgent groups with predicted probability of support . 0.8
Government Rebels Probability Supporter(s)
Sudan Sudan People’s Liberation
Movement
0+91 Israel, Saudi Arabia, Egypt,
and others
Mozambique Renamo 0+87 Rhodesia, South Africa
Bosnia Serb Rep+ of Bosnia and
Herzegovina
0+87 Yugoslavia
Afghanistan Hezb-i-Islami 0+85 Saudi Arabia, Pakistan,
United States
Afghanistan Jamiat-i-Islami 0+85 Saudi Arabia, Pakistan,
United States
Rep+ of Vietnam National Liberation Front 0+83 North Vietnam
China Peoples Liberation Army 0+83 U+S+S+R+
Algeria Islamic Salvation Front 0+83 Sudan, Iran
Croatia Serbian Rep+ of Krajina 0+82 Yugoslavia
Dem+ Rep+ Congo Rally for Congolese Democracy 0+82 Rwanda
Ethiopia Ethiopian Liberation Front 0+81 Syria, Iraq, U+S+S+R+
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Abu Sayyaf group+ Of these groups, only the MNLF received substantial outside
assistance, primarily from Libya, but also from Malaysia+ For these three groups,
our model gives us predicted probabilities of support as follows: 68 percent for
MNLF, 58 percent for MILF, and 45 percent for Abu Sayyaf+61 The predictions for
the latter two groups are substantial, but not far from assigning equal odds to the
two outcomes, while we had strongly predicted support for the MNLF+Abu Sayyaf
was classified as much weaker than the state, which partly explains its lack of
support+ The key difference between the MNLF and the MILF is that the Philip-
pines was much more democratic when the MILF started its insurgency in the
1990s ~Polity  8!, than when the MNLF began ~Polity  9!+ Therefore, our
approach, which emphasizes conflict dyads rather than the civil war as a whole,
provides potentially strong predictive power with respect to particular groups,
although we stress that further modeling is needed to improve the accuracy of our
predictions+
Conclusion
In this article we applied a principal-agent perspective to understand why some
rebel groups receive and accept outside support while others either do not receive
support or are reluctant to accept it+ Our empirical analysis, using new disaggre-
gated data on rebel group characteristics and external linkages, suggests consider-
able support for our arguments regarding the supply and demand for foreign
assistance+ We find that external support is less likely when rebel groups are very
strong and very weak, although we find less evidence for our indicators of rebel
group cohesion and demonstrating territorial control+ Moreover, we find that trans-
national linkages and interstate rivalries are very important for support for rebel
groups, and that conflicts where the government side has external support are much
more likely to also see support for the rebels+ By contrast, traditional country char-
acteristics often believed to be important for the outbreak of civil war, such as
income and geopolitical power, appear to be largely unrelated to whether rebel
groups receive external support+
We believe that future research on civil war should take the characteristics of
rebel groups more seriously+ Due largely to data constraints, previous quantitative
research on civil war has focused on macro-structural attributes of the country as
a whole and characteristics of the government actor+ As we demonstrate in this
article, incorporating data on rebel actors in civil wars can significantly improve
our understanding of civil war+ We also believe that future research on conflict
and political violence should look closely at circumstances where the lines between
61+ Although nonstate Islamist actors have been sympathetic to the Abu Sayyaf group, they have
not received significant foreign governmental assistance, which is our emphasis+
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civil and international war are blurred+62 Civil and international wars are often
intertwined processes as rebels benefit from outside assistance and civil conflicts
give rise to international disputes+ Treating these phenomena as separate areas of
inquiry, in our opinion, often obscures much of the conflict dynamic+
Finally, gaining a better understanding of state sponsorship of insurgent groups
is likely to yield more effective counter-insurgency strategies+ While states can
take steps to disrupt rebel operations at home, groups with foreign ties are often
much more difficult to confront+ Therefore, diplomatic efforts to resolve inter-
national disputes can help to ameliorate the conditions that facilitate civil conflict+
Rather than focusing on rebel organizations alone, states facing armed opposition
groups must also put pressure on foreign backers as well as take steps to mend
relations with their international enemies+
Appendix A: Rivals, Transnational Constituencies,
and External Support
In this Appendix, we examine the relationship between international rivalries, transnational
kin groups, and external support more closely+ We have argued that rebel groups fighting
governments with international rivals and those with transnational constituencies are more
likely to receive external support+ However, it is important to determine whether or not it
was actually the rival state or a state with transnational ties that provided such assistance,
or if the correlation is spurious+
In Table A1, we list all cases in our regression analysis where rivalry  1 and0or trans-
national constituencies  1, and there was foreign support for the rebel group ~using the
Support I variable!+ The name of the rival state~s!, the nature of the transnational actor,
and the state~s! that offered support are listed+ Without extensive qualitative research, it is
difficult to determine whether or not the rivalry relationship and0or the kin group were
decisive factors in the supporting state’s decision to provide aid+ Therefore, we simply report
the observed correspondence and leave the assessment of whether rivalries or kin were
decisive to the reader+ However, we do note whether at least one of the rival states offered
support to the rebel actor+ We also note whether the transnational constituent group resides
within a supporting state+
At the bottom of the table we provide summary statistics on whether one, both, or none
of the conditions are true ~that is, a rival state provided support; a country where a constit-
uent group resides provided support!+ As can be seen, in the vast majority of cases ~80+5
percent!, the relationship between rivalry, transnational constituents, and foreign support
for the rebel group, are properly attributed+ In other words, in only 19+5 percent of the
cases neither the rival state nor the state with transnational ties provided assistance+ How-
ever, for most of the cases where the relationship was spurious, the external support came
from a major power+ If we exclude major power interventions, we note that the vast major-
ity of support relationships are correctly attributed to transnational constituencies and0or
rivalries+
62+ Gleditsch, Salehyan, and Schultz 2008+
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